[Mar. 29, 1859]

much as they did Mr. Tommerson & attribute their dislike chiefly to their being confined rather more like Georgetown than they have been accustomed to.

You have received the accounts from Boston what is the income you say it is less than you hoped for.

As to Mr. DeChon made any definite decision with regard to accepting the bonds of Person made payable in Massachusetts. Who is Miss Juliette Lucas fascinating intended.

She is a young lady Miss Delia Haywood from Raleigh staying with Miss Hubbard. As in duty bound I called on her but was not very much pleased: however to night Eliza and young man have engaged to carry her to Miss Hubbard's Church. She is to take the Cutter while I am to devote myself to Miss Haywood. We are to wait until the 11 hour before asking